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Abstract. With polling and municipal level data, we analyse the determinants of
Salvador Allende’s presidential election victory in  and the change in political
and electoral support for his government (–). Support for Allende is explained
by ideology more than by social class, socio-demographic variables or the economic
performance of the country. Allende won in  as an opposition candidate when
the outgoing Frei administration enjoyed high approval and the country was experien-
cing favourable economic conditions. In , when Allende had .% approval,
ideology remained the strongest determinant of presidential approval. Economic vari-
ables and social class are less important in explaining electoral support for Allende and
for his Popular Unity coalition.
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When Salvador Allende was elected president of Chile on  September ,
he became the first democratically-elected self-proclaimed Marxist president in
the world, having won a . per cent majority. His election triggered a reac-
tion from the Nixon administration in the United States. Seeking to prevent
the spread of communism – after the Cuban revolution of  – Nixon met
with advisors on  September to design a plan to obstruct Allende’s inaugur-
ation and, if he did assume power, destabilise his government. Nixon called on
his advisors to ‘make the economy scream’. The US government’s plan was
premised on the logic that difficult economic conditions would undermine
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support for Allende. Yet, after two years of reforms and in the midst of an eco-
nomic crisis, Allende’s Popular Unity (UP) coalition received . per cent of
the vote in the  legislative election. Allende also had an approval rating of
. per cent in February , a few months before a military coup overthrew
him on  September .
We use polling data to analyse voting intention for Allende in  and the

change in support for his government. We also use municipal level data to
analyse his electoral base and support for the UP coalition. High levels of pol-
itical polarisation explain Allende’s victory more than economic vote variables.
Deteriorating economic conditions did not alter support for Allende in early
. Support for Allende is better explained by ideology, as presidential
approval was higher among the left, not among the working class. Those
who opposed Allende did so because of their prior political inclinations
rather than their socio-economic conditions or their views on the economy.
Despite the difficult economic conditions under Allende, partially resulting

from the destabilisation strategy promoted by the right-wing opposition – and
by US government covert operations – support for Allende remained strong
among the groups that initially voted for him. Our findings are consistent
with claims that, in ideologically divided societies, economic voting has a
more limited capacity to explain electoral preferences. In fact, our findings
suggest that economic voting might be endogenous to ideological predisposi-
tions. The implications of our findings are that in Latin American countries
that concurrently experience polarisation and economic crises, one should
not overestimate the power of economic variables. Citizens in highly polarised
societies will react differently to worsening economic conditions based on
whether they share the government’s ideology or identify with the opposition.

Determinants of Vote Intention and Presidential Approval

Vote intention and political predispositions are normally explained by theories
that focus on long-, medium- and short-term variables. Long- and medium-
term considerations rely on social cleavages and political socialisation –
through families or other means – to explain electoral preferences.

 Marta Fraile and Michael S. Lewis-Beck, ‘Multi-dimensional Economic Voting in Spain:
The  Election’, Electoral Studies :  (), pp. –; ‘Economic Voting in
Spain: A  Panel test’, Electoral Studies :  (), pp. –; Mariano Torcal,
‘The Incumbent Electoral Defeat in the  Spanish National Elections: The Effect of
the Economic Crisis in an Ideological Polarized Party System’, Journal of Elections, Public
Opinion & Parties :  (), pp. –.

 Larry Bartels, ‘The Study of Electoral Behavior’, in Jan E. Leighley (ed.), The Oxford
Handbook of American Elections and Political Behavior (New York: Oxford University
Press, ), pp. –.

 Richard R. Lau and David P. Redlawsk, How Voters Decide. Information Processing during
Election Campaigns (New York: Cambridge University Press, ); Russell J. Dalton and
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Ideological orientation and party identification are strong predictors of vote
intention and presidential approval. Though they do not always mean the
same, ideology and identification with a political party are normally treated
interchangeably in countries with stable party systems.
Claims on the declining importance of the class vote and the rise of post-

materialist concerns, together with the growing importance of the economic
vote, have driven attention away from long- and medium-term variables –
which vary less and thus have a more limited explanatory capacity. Short-
term considerations are usually seen as opposite to explanations that attribute
vote intention to ideology. The way voters experience economic developments –
such as inflation, employment or growth – leads them to reward incumbents
when economic conditions are favourable. However, when voters are ideologic-
ally motivated, economic conditions will have a weaker effect on vote intention.
In fact, some researchers have conditioned the effect of the economic vote to
ideology and political predispositions, especially in ideologically divided soci-
eties. When political identification is high, the effect of the economic vote
is mediated by ideology, with those who support the government interpreting
negative economic conditions in ways that are more favourable to it.
Between elections, presidential approval ratings are a good indicator of gov-

ernment support. When presidential approval is low, presidents find it more
difficult to deliver on campaign promises. When elected without a majority,

Hans-Dieter Klingemann, ‘Citizens and Political Behavior’, in Russell J. Dalton and Hans-
Dieter Klingemann (eds.), The Oxford Handbook of Political Behavior (New York: Oxford
University Press, ), pp. –; M. Kent Jennings, ‘Political Socialization’, in Dalton
and Klingemann (eds.), Oxford Handbook of Political Behavior, pp. –.

 Peter Mair, ‘Left–Right Orientations’, in Dalton and Klingemann (eds.), Oxford Handbook
of Political Behavior, pp. –; Angus Campbell, Philip E. Converse, Warren E. Miller and
Donald E. Stokes, The American Voter (New York: Wiley, ); Michael Lewis-Beck,
Helmut Norpoth, William G. Jacoby and Herbert F. Weisberg, The American Voter
Revisited (Ann Arbor, MI: University of Michigan Press, ); Michael B. MacKuen,
Robert S. Erikson and James A. Stimson, ‘Macropartisanship’, The American Political
Science Review :  (), pp. –.

 Oddbjorn Knutsen, ‘The Decline of Social Class?’ in Russel and Klingemann (eds.), Oxford
Handbook of Political Behavior, pp. –.

 Ronald Inglehart, ‘Post Materialist Values and the Shift From Survival to Self-Expression
Values’, in Russel and Klingemann (eds.), Oxford Handbook of Political Behavior,
pp. –.

 Raymond M. Duch and Randolph T. Stevenson, The Economic Vote. How Political and
Economic Institutions Condition Election Results (New York: Cambridge University Press,
); Robert S. Erikson, Michael B. MacKuen and James Stimpson, The Macro Polity
(New York: Cambridge University Press, ).

 Fraile and Lewis-Beck, ‘Multi-dimensional Economic Voting in Spain’; ‘Economic Voting
in Spain’; Torcal, ‘The Incumbent Electoral Defeat’.

 Susan Stokes, Public Support for Market Reforms in New Democracies (New York: Cambridge
University Press, ).
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the government needs to build popular support for its campaign promises. In
fact, the vote–popularity function attributes the same determinants of vote
intention to presidential approval. Some people show stable voting patterns,
reflecting strong party identification. Those patterns are also reflected in
presidential approval. Nonetheless, even in countries with stable voting pat-
terns, presidential approval varies as people who normally vote for the party
of the president might disapprove of presidential performance.
In countries with strong party systems, explanations based on ideology

would predict stable support for a president, while those based on political
socialisation would allow for fluctuations in support when economic condi-
tions vary. The economic vote links approval to economic performance.
However, perceptions of economic performance are themselves conditioned
by people’s ideology. Thus, in ideologically polarised societies, the effect of
a deteriorating economy on presidential approval would be strongly mediated
by people’s ideology, in the same way that ideological polarisation influences
vote choice.

Accounts based on ideology and political socialisation would predict other
explanations than economic vote variables for the victory of Allende in 
and for the change in support for his government. As Allende’s ‘Road to
Socialism’ had effects on the lives of people, the determinants for the 
vote can be different from those for the  legislative election even if the
only reasons behind vote choice and approval are ideology and socialisation.
As the urban population was growing rapidly, the UP coalition sought to
draw electoral dividends from its strongest support base in urban areas.
Thus, long- and medium-term variables that explain Allende’s  victory
can be different from those that explain presidential approval for Allende
and support for the UP in . Since the economy deteriorated between
 and , economic vote accounts would predict declining support for
Allende. However, given the context of polarisation, the effect of economic
performance might have been highly conditioned by ideology.

Allende’s Victory

Since the early twentieth century the Chilean party system has been defined as
institutionalised and stable, with parties aligned on a left-centre-right scale
 Peter Nannestad and Martin Paldam, ‘The VP-function: A Survey of the Literature on Vote

and Popularity Functions after  Years’, Public Choice, : – (), pp. –.
 Campbell et al., The American Voter; Morris P. Fiorina, ‘Parties and Partisanship: A -year

Retrospective’, Political Behavior :  (), pp. –.
 Peer Nannestad and Martin Paldam, ‘From the Pocketbook of the Welfare Man: A Pooled

Cross-section Study of Economic Voting in Denmark, –’, British Journal of Political
Science :  (), pp. –.

 Torcal, ‘The Incumbent Electoral Defeat’.
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based on deeply ingrained social cleavages. Though some have called that
claim into question owing to the shallow roots of parties and high electoral
volatility, and the emergence of the Christian Democratic Party (PDC),
the collapse of the Partido Agrario Laborista (Agrarian Labour Party), the
decline of the Radical Party (PR) and the constant break-ups and reunifica-
tions of the Socialist Party (PS) seem to confirm that assertion, the dominant
reading of the Chilean party system reports it as stable. Since parties were
aligned on the left-centre-right scale, identification on the ideological scale
and political party identification were used interchangeably.
The notion that the party system and the electorate were split among three

segments (which were not necessarily equal) is prevalent in descriptions of
Chilean politics before . Since , every presidential election resulted
in a victory by a different combination of left-centre-right alliances. The 
election was the first direct face-off between the three segments, with a
different candidate representing the left, centre and right – Allende,
Radomiro Tomic and Jorge Alessandri, respectively.
The rapid rise of the centrist PDC starting in the s together with the

increasing electoral power of the left – represented by the PS and Communist
Party (PC) – characterised political developments before . Electoral
turnout increased rapidly until it reached . per cent of the voting age popu-
lation (VAP) in . Turnout in  declined slightly to . per cent of

 Arturo Valenzuela, ‘Political Constraints to the Establishment of Socialism in Chile’, in
Arturo Valenzuela and J. Samuel Valenzuela (eds.), Chile: Politics and Society (New
Brunswick, NJ: Transaction Books, ), pp. –; Arturo Valenzuela, The Breakdown
of Democratic Regimes: Chile (Baltimore, MD: Johns Hopkins University Press, );
Manuel A. Garretón, The Chilean Political Process (Boston, MA: Unwin Hyman, );
Timothy R. Scully, Rethinking the Center. Party Politics in Nineteenth- and Twentieth-
Century Chile (Stanford, CA: Stanford University Press, ); Carlos Huneeus, Los chilenos
y la política: cambio y continuidad bajo el autoritarismo (Santiago: Centro de Estudios de la
Realidad Contemporánea e Instituto Chileno de Estudios Humanísticos, ); Robert Dix,
‘Cleavage Structures and Party Systems in Latin America’, Comparative Politics :  (),
pp. –; Giovanni Sartori, Parties and Party Systems: A Framework for Analysis
(New York: Cambridge University Press, ); Scott Mainwaring and Timothy
R. Scully, ‘Introduction: Party Systems in Latin America’, in Scott Mainwaring and
Timothy R. Scully, Building Democratic Institutions. Party Systems in Latin America
(Stanford, CA: Stanford University Press), pp. –; Michael Coppedge, ‘The Dynamic
Diversity of Latin American Party Systems’, Party Politics, :  (), pp. –.

 Juan E. Montes, Scott Mainwaring and Eugenio Ortega, ‘Rethinking the Chilean Party
Systems’, Journal of Latin American Studies :  (), pp. –; Patricio Navia and
Rodrigo Osorio, ‘It’s the Christian Democrats’ Fault: Declining Political Identification in
Chile, –’, Canadian Journal of Political Science, :  (), pp. –.

 Federico Gil, El sistema político de Chile (Santiago: Editorial Andrés Bello, ), p. ;
Manuel A. Garretón, ‘The Political Opposition and the Party System under the Military
Regime’, in Paul W. Drake and Iván Jaksic (eds.), The Struggle for Democracy in Chile
(Lincoln, NE: University of Nebraska Press, ), pp. –; Scully, Rethinking the
Center.

 Gil, El sistema político de Chile; Valenzuela, The Breakdown of Democratic Regimes.
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VAP (although the voting age was lowered from  to  in late , young
voters did not have enough time to register). In the  legislative election,
turnout hit a record high of . per cent. The period was characterised
by the incorporation of millions of Chileans into the political process and
by the growth of reformist and revolutionary parties.

The left had a long history of participation in electoral politics. In ,
Allende participated in the Presidential campaign for the first time. A phys-
ician who had served as Minister of Health, Allende was elected to the
Chamber of Deputies in . He was elected senator in  and re-
elected in ,  and . In the  presidential election, Allende
was the candidate of the Frente de Acción Popular (Popular Action Front,
FRAP) and lost by . percentage points (. per cent to . per cent) to
right-wing candidate Alessandri. In , PDC Eduardo Frei defeated
Allende by . per cent to . per cent.
Under Frei (–), GDP expanded by an annual average of . per cent.

Inflation in mid- was around  per cent, the same as in .
Unemployment was . per cent in , one percentage point higher than
six years earlier. There was a perception among the elite that the Frei govern-
ment had a disappointing economic performance, but the data shows mixed
economic results. There is no strong evidence to claim that voters would
want to punish the outgoing government for the state of the economy. In
, macro-economic conditions were not favourable for a presidential candi-
date who promised sweeping economic reforms. Yet the PDC chose a candidate
who distanced himself from Frei’s reformist policies. As a result of internal
PDC conflicts which also provoked the exit of young left-wing leaders to
form the Movimiento de Acción Popular Unitaria (Popular Unitary Action
Movement, MAPU) in , Tomic campaigned on a platform to the left
of Frei. The right-wing candidate, former President Alessandri, campaigned
on an austerity platform. The fact that centre and right-wing parties split the
anti-Allende vote allowed him to reach the presidency with a lower vote
share (. per cent) than he received in  (. per cent).
Allende’s September  victory attracted attention from social scientists

in different fields. There are different and often contradictory explanations
 Patricio Navia, ‘Participación electoral en Chile –’, Revista de Ciencia Política : 

(), p. .
 Valenzuela, The Breakdown of Democratic Regimes; Scully, Rethinking the Center.
 J. Samuel Valenzuela, The Origins and Transformations of the Chilean Party System (Notre

Dame, IN: The Helen Kellogg Institute for International Studies at Notre Dame
University ) [Working Paper ].

 Robert L. Ayres, ‘Political History, Institutional Structure, and Prospects for Socialism in
Chile’, Comparative Politics :  (), pp. –; Stefan De Vylder, Allende’s Chile.
The Political Economy of the Rise and Fall of the Unidad Popular (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, ); Julio Faúndez, Marxism and Democracy in Chile. From  to
the Fall of Allende (New Haven, CT: Yale University Press, ); Sergio Bitar, Chile
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for his victory. Daniel Hellinger asserts that ‘the  election was more highly
polarised along class lines than the election of ’. Arturo Valenzuela has
argued that it did not result from an increase in support for the left but from
the failure of centrist and right-wing parties to offer a unified alternative.

The emergence of a highly ideological PDC rendered the centre unable to
remain as a power broker. Using municipal level data, Robert Ayres reports
strong continuity in support for left parties in the s and s.

Confirming the findings on working-class support for Allende, Valenzuela
reports class-based support for the left in mining areas. James Prothro and
Patricio Chaparro argue against the polarisation claim, pointing out that
support for the left had not grown, and that ‘the fact that Allende won in
 and not in  was an accident as far as public opinion is concerned’.

Using electoral results and aggregate polling data, Nancy Bermeo confirms the
absence of polarisation and underlines the stability in political identification
among the people at times of elite polarisation.

Similarly, class-based analyses have been used to explain the opposition to
Allende by the landed oligarchy and the business sector, and support among
the poor and working class. Some point to worsening economic conditions
as a reason for the alleged decreasing support for Allende before the coup.

–. Asumir la historia para construir el futuro (Santiago: Pehuén, ); Michael
H. Fleet, ‘Chile’s Democratic Road to Socialism’, The Western Political Quarterly, : 
(), pp. –; Alfredo Joignant and Patricio Navia, Ecos mundiales del golpe de
estado en Chile. Escritos sobre el  de septiembre de  (Santiago: Ediciones Universidad
Diego Portales, ); Tanya Harmer, El gobierno de Allende y la guerra fría interamericana
(Santiago: Ediciones Universidad Diego Portales, ).

 Daniel Hellinger, ‘Electoral Change in the Chilean Countryside: The Presidential Elections
of  and ’, Political Research Quarterly, :  (), p. .

 Valenzuela, The Breakdown of Democratic Regimes.
 Ayres, ‘Political history’.
 Adam Przeworski and Glaucio G. Soares, ‘Theories in Search of a Curve: A Contextual

Interpretation of the Left Vote’, American Political Science Review, :  (), pp. –.
 Arturo Valenzuela, ‘Partidos políticos y crisis presidencial en Chile: Proposición de un

gobierno parlamentario’, in Juan Linz, Arend Lijphart, Arturo Valenzuela and Oscar
Godo (eds.), Hacia una democracia moderna: La opción parlamentaria (Santiago:
Universidad Católica de Chile, ).

 James W. Prothro and Patricio E. Chaparro, ‘Public Opinion and the Movement of Chilean
Government to the Left, –’, The Journal of Politics, :  (), pp. –, here p. .

 Nancy Bermeo, Ordinary People in Extraordinary Times: The Citizenry and the Breakdown of
Democracy (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, ), pp. –.

 James Petras and Morris Morley, The United States and Chile. Imperialism and the Overthrow
of the Allende Government (New York: Monthly Review Press, ); Valenzuela, The
Breakdown of Democratic Regimes; Manuel A. Garretón and Tomás Moulián, La Unidad
Popular y el conflicto político en Chile (Santiago: Ediciones Minga, ).

 Paul E. Sigmund, The Overthrow of Allende and the Politics of Chile, – (Pittsburgh,
PA: University of Pittsburgh Press, ); Genaro Arriagad, De la vía chilena a la vía insur-
reccional (Santiago: Editorial del Pacífico, ); Bitar, Chile –; Simon Collier and
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Explaining Allende’s Victory: Our Hypotheses

Our first hypothesis is that economic performance explains electoral support
for Allende and the Popular Unity government. Our second hypothesis is
that ideology and social class explain vote intention for Allende and support
for his government. We test the hypotheses on the vote for Allende in the
 election, on presidential approval for Allende and on support for the
Popular Unity coalition in the  legislative election. Given the US strategy
to destabilise the economy, worsening economic conditions should have hurt
support for Allende and his coalition.
There are two ways in which we can assess the determinants of Allende’s

vote in , with actual electoral results and with polling data. Polling data
also allow us to assess people’s perception of the economy and its effect on
voting. Most contemporary studies on electoral behaviour rely primarily on
polling data. Unfortunately, the scarcity of national polls in Chile for the
period limits our options.
Thus, in addition to polling data, we also use electoral results at the lowest

available electoral unit, the municipal level, to assess vote intention for Allende.
As others have done, we use the same municipal level data as those used by
Valenzuela to explain vote intention by socio-demographic conditions. We
are aware that using municipal level data implies deriving conclusions about
individual behaviour using aggregate data. However, this procedure has been
widely used to account for vote intention in the period in Chile, and elsewhere.
As we discuss below, we weight by the varying population size of the munici-
palities. Since our findings from polling data and municipal level data are con-
sistent, we are confident in the robustness of our results.
The polls conducted by sociologist Eduardo Hamuy since  offer invalu-

able insight into the perceptions of Chileans and the changes in their political
preferences. Hamuy generated the first sampling frames for Santiago and
three other cities in Chile. Using the  census, Hamuy introduced prob-
abilistic polls at all levels – block, household and individual. The sampling
frames were used for all his polls conducted between  and . The

William F. Sater, A History of Chile. – (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press,
).

 Valenzuela, ‘Partidos políticos’, in Linz et al. (eds.), Hacia una democracia moderna; Ayres,
‘Political history’; Maurice Zeitlin and James Petras, ‘The Working-Class Vote in Chile:
Christian Democracy versus Marxism’, British Journal of Sociology, :  (), pp. –.

 Arturo Valenzuela, Political Brokers in Chile: Local Government in a Centralized Polity
(Durham, NC: Duke University Press, ).

 Patricio Navia and Rodrigo Osorio, ‘Las encuestas de opinión pública en Chile antes de
’, Latin American Research Review, :  (), pp. –.

 Eduardo Hamuy, Daniel Salcedo and Orlando Sepúlveda, El primer satélite artificial. Sus
efectos en la opinión pública (Santiago: Instituto de Sociología/Editorial Universitaria,

 Patricio Navia and Rodrigo Osorio
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data sets for most Hamuy polls are housed at the Facultad Latinoamericana de
Ciencias Sociales (Latin American School of Social Science, FLACSO) and the
Roper Center for Public Opinion Research (Cornell University).
Hamuy polls have some limitations. They were only representative of

Santiago, the number of respondents was not ideal (it fluctuated between 
and  respondents), the error margin was not reported and the wording of
the questions was not always consistent. Logically, generalising preferences
expressed by Santiago residents to the rest of the country might lead to biased
conclusions. As the largest urban area, Santiago had higher living standards
than the rest of Chile. Though left-wing parties were stronger in urban areas,
Santiago was not a stronghold of the left. In fact, Allende lost the  election
in the province of Santiago. Hamuy polls also tended to over-represent women.
According to the  census,  per cent of the adult population in Santiago
were women, but in Hamuy’s August  poll, . per cent of respondents
were women while in his poll of February  the figure was . per cent.
Despite these limitations, Hamuy polls have been used to explain political

developments during the pre- period, as early as . They have also
been used to explain Allende’s victory, the breakdown of democracy, atti-
tudes under authoritarian rule, political party support base comparisons
before and after the dictatorship, and values and views before and after
authoritarian rule.

Explaining Allende’s Victory with Polling Data

Between  and , Hamuy conducted nine polls in Santiago inquiring
about presidential vote intention. In the August  Hamuy poll that

); Carlos Huneeus, Los chilenos y la política: cambio y continuidad bajo el autoritarismo
(Santiago: Centro de Estudios de la Realidad Contemporánea e Instituto Chileno de
Estudios Humanísticos, ).

 Navia and Osorio, ‘Las encuestas de opinión pública’.
 Alan Girard, ‘The First Opinion Research in Uruguay and Chile’, The Public Opinion

Quarterly, :  (), pp. –; Alan Girard and Raúl Samuels, Situación y perspectivas
de Chile en septiembre de . Una investigación de opinión pública en Santiago (Santiago:
Editorial Universitaria, ).

 Prothro and Chaparro, ‘Public Opinion’.
 Michael H. Fleet, The Rise and Fall of Chilean Christian Democracy (Princeton NJ:

Princeton University Press, ); Valenzuela, The Breakdown of Democratic Regimes.
 Huneeus, Los chilenos y la política; Rodrigo Baño, Inexistencia y debilidad de actitudes políticas

(Santiago: FLACSO, ) [Serie Estudios políticos no. ].
 Mariano Torcal and Scott Mainwaring, ‘The Political Recrafting of Social Bases of Party

Competition: Chile, –’, British Journal of Political Science, :  (), pp. –.
 Carlos Huneeus and Mauricio Morales, ‘Chile después del autoritarismo’, Quórum  (),

pp. –.
 Navia and Osorio, ‘Las encuestas de opinión pública’.
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assessed the evaluation of the outgoing government, . per cent considered it
excellent or very good, . per cent considered it good, . per cent deemed
it regular and only . per cent said it was a bad government (. per cent had
no opinion). Despite economic difficulties, Chileans had a positive perception
of the Frei administration (but his popularity was not transferred to Tomic in
the election).
As Figure  shows, Hamuy polls reported fluctuating vote intention for the

three candidates in the months leading up to the election. Figure  might be
seen as questioning the alleged stable support for the left. Vote intention for
Allende showed an upward trend from around  per cent in early  to
over  per cent in August . Since Allende was confirmed as the UP can-
didate only in early , the upward trend in his vote intention might be
because left-wing voters rallied behind him after he was named the candidate.
The early favourite was Alessandri, the former president whose vote intention
was above  per cent in January . The fact that Alessandri was the first
declared candidate helps explain his strong support early in the race. As the
election neared, support for Alessandri declined and the vote intention for
Tomic and Allende increased. By July , less than  per cent separated
the front runner from the other two candidates. The last poll before the elec-
tion, in August , had Allende in first place (. per cent), Alessandri
second and Tomic third in Santiago. The actual vote for the three candidates
in Santiago was . per cent for Alessandri, . per cent for Allende and .
per cent for Tomic.
When asked which candidate they would definitely not vote for, . per

cent mentioned Allende, . per cent said Alessandri and  per cent said
Tomic. When asked who they thought would win the election, . per
cent said Alessandri, . per cent mentioned Tomic, and only . per
cent mentioned Allende. A larger percentage of people favoured Allende
over Tomic, yet the dominant perception was that Tomic had a better
chance than Allende of defeating Alessandri.
Table  shows the presidential vote intention by different socio-demo-

graphic variables, political categories and economic perceptions. Allende had
stronger support among men than women, confirming the strength of right-
wing parties and PDC party candidates among women. Despite having
advocated for women’s rights, left-wing parties struggled to attract support

 Erika Maza Valenzuela, Catholicism, Anticlericalism, and the Quest for Women’s Suffrage in
Chile (Notre Dame, IN: The Helen Kellogg Institute for International Studies at Notre
Dame University, ) [Working Paper ]; Edda Gaviola, Ximena Jiles, Lorella
Lopresti and Claudia Rojas, Queremos votar en la próximas elecciones. Historia del movimiento
sufragista chileno, – (Santiago: LOM, ); Daniela Oliva and Rodrigo Osorio, ‘El
voto femenino en las elecciones locales en Chile, –’, in Mauricio Marales and
Patricio Navia (eds.), Democracia Municipal en Chile (Santiago: Ediciones Universidad
Diego Portales, ), pp. –.
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from women. In , Allende had won among men, but lost so decisively
among women that he lost the election. In , Frei won overwhelmingly
among women.
Hamuy polls used different proxies for socio-economic status. Pollsters clas-

sified respondents’ housing type, collected information on educational back-
ground, and registered socio-economic status based on their subjective
perceptions of ‘housing type, furniture quality and personal appearance’ (as
indicated in the poll data report). Though the three variables are highly corre-
lated, they assess different things. We use the objective measures (housing type
and educational level) and exclude the pollster’s perception (only partially
based on the objective measures).
Allende had stronger support among those living in low-income housing,

Alessandri was strongest among upper-income housing and Tomic had
similar support across different housing types. Allende had more support
among the poor, while Alessandri was stronger among the well-to-do. By edu-
cational level, Allende also had stronger support among those with less

Figure . Changes in Vote Intention in Hamuy Polls before the  Presidential
Election (%)

Note:Nine polls were conducted in Santiago in the period Jan.  to Aug.  that asked the
same question: ‘If the presidential election between Allende, Tomic and Alessandri were held
next Sunday, whom would you vote for?’
Poll no. (classification from Navia and Osorio, ‘Las encuestas de opinión pública en Chile antes
de ’) and number of respondents were: no. , Jan.  (N = ); no. , Feb.  (N =
); no. , July  (N = ); no. , March  (N = ); no. , March  ();
no. , May  (N = ); no. , July  (N = ); no. , Aug.  (N = ); and no.
, Aug.  (N = ).
Source: Authors with data from Hamuy polls.
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education, Alessandri’s support was strongest among those with most and least
education, and Tomic had strongest support among middle educational levels.
Younger voters were more equally split between the candidates, but older
voters were less likely to support Allende than Alessandri.

Table . Vote Intention in August  by Different Categories
% in group Allende Tomic Alessandri

Sex
Men . . . .
Women . . . .
Housing type
Upper- and middle-upper-class housing . . . .
Middle-class housing . . . .
Lower-middle-class housing . . . .
Lower-class housing . . . .
Extreme-lower-class housing . . . .
Education
No education . . . .
At least some elementary education . . . .
At least some secondary education . . . .
At least some university education . . . .
Age
– . . . .
– . . . .
– . . . .
 and older . . . .
Political identification (ideology)
Right . . . .
Centre . . . .
Left . . . .
None/other . . . .
Evaluation of Frei government
Good . . . .
Regular . . . .
Bad . . . .
Current economic perceptions *
Good . . . .
Regular . . . .
Bad . . . .
Don’t know . .  .
Prospective evaluation **
Better . . . .
Same . . . .
Worse . . . .
Don’t know . . . .

* ‘Thinking about the general situation of the country, do you think it is good, regular or bad?’
** ‘For the coming years, do you think the situation of the country will be better, the same or
worse?’
Source:Hamuy poll no. , Aug. . See Navia and Osorio, ‘Las encuestas de opinión pública
en Chile antes de ’ for poll classification.
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Because the party system at the time was organised on a left-centre-right
divide, ideology was also commonly classified along the same divide. Parties
were highly ideological and there was a clear programmatic distinction
between left-wing, centre and right-wing parties. Hamuy asked for identifica-
tion on the left-centre-right scale. People who identified with parties also iden-
tified almost perfectly with the corresponding segment on the left-centre-right
scale. Thus, we use identification on the ideological scale rather than identifi-
cation with parties. Support for Allende was strongest among those identified
with the left. Tomic had more support among centrists and Alessandri among
rightists, but Alessandri also did reasonably well among centrists and the non-
identified. Table  shows mixed evidence on the degree of polarisation among
Chileans. While left- and right-wing voters were highly polarised, centrist
voters split their support between Allende, Tomic and Alessandri.
Support for Tomic was strongest among those who approved of President

Frei, while support for Allende was strongest among those who disapproved of
Frei. But among those who approved of Frei, vote intention was higher for
Tomic (. per cent) and Alessandri (. per cent) than for Allende (.
per cent). Prospective evaluation on the future of the country was not
clearly related with stronger support for any of the candidates.
We also considered the possible effect of religion on vote intention. Non-

Catholics were more likely to vote for Allende (. per cent) than
Catholics (. per cent), but since the overwhelming majority of respondents
(. per cent) were Catholic, the small sample size of non-Catholics makes it
impossible to draw robust inferences about their behaviour.
In Table , we present the marginal effects of a probit (binary classification)

model, using Hamuy’s poll no.  of August .Our dependent variable is
vote intention for Allende (we set vote intention to  when voting for Allende
and  for all other options). We use sex, housing type, age, political identifica-
tion, current and prospective socio-tropic perceptions and evaluation of the
Frei administration as independent variables.
We use housing type as an explanatory variable instead of socio-economic

status or education. Socio-economic status was assigned by the pollster given
a previously defined criterion and had less variance than housing type, as
half of the sample was classified as ‘medium’ in a five-level scale. Education
too is highly correlated with housing type, but it also presents less variance
as more than  per cent of those polled were in two educational categories –
at least some elementary education and at least some secondary education.
Model  in Table  shows the effect of three socio-demographic variables:

gender, age and housing type. Women were less likely to vote for Allende as
reflected by the negative coefficient. Those living in lower-quality housing

 Navia and Osorio, ‘Las encuestas de opinión pública’.
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were more likely to do so. Model  presents the effect of ideological identifica-
tion. The reference category is left-wing identification. Allende had stronger
support among those identified with the left. The group least likely to vote
for Allende were those on the right (as reflected by the largest negative coeffi-
cient in the equation). Those in the centre were less likely to vote for Allende
than those non-identified – when both groups are compared to left-wing
voters. Model  shows the effect of economic perceptions and presidential
approval for President Frei on vote intention for Allende. Those with positive
current socio-tropic perceptions and those who approved of Frei were less
likely to vote for Allende.
Model  uses socio-demographic, ideological and short-term perception

variables to explain vote intention for Allende. Housing type continues to
be significant and so are ideology and presidential approval. The marginal
effect of each variable associated with ideology is significant, which points to

Table . Marginal Effects (Probit Model) on Intention to Vote for Allende in


Model Model Model Model
() () () ()

Female −.* .*
(.) (.)

Age −. −.
(.) (.)

Housing type −.*** −.***
(.) (.)

Political identification (ideology)
Centre −.*** −.***

(.) (.)
Right −.*** −.***

(.) (.)
None −.*** −.***

(.) (.)
Current socio-tropic perception −.*** −.

(.) (.)
Prospective socio-tropic perception . −.

(.) (.)
Frei government −.*** −.***

(.) (.)
Observations    

*** p < ., ** p < ., * p < .; standard errors in parentheses.Vote intention for Allende is
the reference category in the dependent variable.
Housing type is an incremental variable, from lowest to highest quality of housing.
Current and prospective socio-tropic perceptions were recoded into -,  and  (see: Erikson
et al., The Macro Polity).
The reference category for political identification is identification with the left.
Source:Hamuy poll no. , Aug. . See Navia and Osorio, ‘Las encuestas de opinión pública
en Chile antes de ’ for poll classification.
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the importance of ideology as a determinant of vote intention. We also tested
models (not included here) using religion as an independent variable. Though
non-Catholics were more likely to vote for Allende, when religion is included
with other variables it loses its explanatory power.
The probit models in Table  confirm that ideology was significant and

strong in explaining vote intention for Allende. Short-term variables – such
as current and prospective socio-tropic perceptions – do not explain vote
intention in . Housing type also has a significant effect, pointing to the
existence of a class-based vote in the  presidential election. As those
who approved of Frei were less likely to vote for Allende and since the marginal
effects of ideology were the strongest predictors of vote intention, we conclude
that the  vote was driven primarily by ideology.

Explaining Allende’s Victory with Municipal Level Data

We also conducted an analysis using the vote for Allende and socio-demo-
graphic indicators at the municipal level for the entire country. Table  pre-
sents six different models. The dependent variable is Allende’s vote share in
each municipality. Three models are weighted by the municipal population
to capture any possible effects explained by the largely different populations
of Chile’s  municipalities. The independent variables are proxies for
long- and medium-term determinants. We use the percentage of the popula-
tion employed in different trades in each municipality, as reported in the
 census, as a proxy for social class. We also use the vote share for
Allende in the previous three elections (,  and ) and the vote
for the UP in the  legislative election as predictors for Allende’s vote
share in . It would be logical to expect that the vote for Allende in
,  and  and the vote share for the UP in  would be
highly correlated. We checked the residuals in the regressions and found no
correlation with the variables. As turnout increased dramatically from 
(,) to  (. million) and new voters were enfranchised, using the
previous elections as independent variables to explain Allende’s vote share
in  is justified.
As models  and  show, the electoral base for Allende was higher in muni-

cipalities with strong mining and manufacturing, though mining was the
strongest determinant of his vote (note the large, positive coefficient for
mining). His support was inversely related to the size of the workforce in agri-
culture and in local government services. This confirms that Allende was stron-
gest in areas with an established working class. At the time, working for the
government was an indication of middle-class status. As Allende’s support
 Torcal and Mainwaring, ‘Political Recrafting’.
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Table . Ordinary Least Square (OLS) Regression on Allende’s Vote in  by Socio-demographic Municipal Data
Model Model Model Model Model Model
() () () () () ()

Unweighted Weighted Unweighted Weighted Unweighted Weighted

Employment type
Agriculture/fishing −.*** −.*** −. −.***

(.) (.) (.) (.)
Transport . .* .** .***

(.) (.) (.) (.)
Mining .*** .*** .*** .***

(.) (.) (.) (.)
Industry/manufacture .*** .*** .*** .***

(.) (.) (.) (.)
Local government services −.*** −.*** −. −.***

(.) (.) (.) (.)
Previous elections
Allende  .*** . . .

(.) (.) (.) (.)
Allende  .*** .*** .*** .**

(.) (.) (.) (.)
Allende  .*** .*** .*** .***

(.) (.) (.) (.)
Popular Unity  .*** .*** .*** .***

(.) (.) (.) (.)
Constant .*** .*** .*** .** .*** .***

(.) (.) (.) (.) (.) (.)

Observations      

R-squared . . . . . .

*** p < ., ** p < ., * p < .; robust standard errors in parentheses.
We weight variables by the  population of each municipality. Since municipal population ranged from  inhabitants in rural municipalities to more than
, in urban areas, we present both the weighted and unweighted data.
Source: Valenzuela, Political Brokers.
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was lower in municipalities with a higher share of workers in local government
services, we can conclude that his support among the middle class was lower
than his support among the organised working class. Since the share of the
workforce employed in each trade varied significantly across municipalities,
we can confidently assert that Allende’s support was highest in cities with
strong manufacturing and mining sectors.
Models  and  show the effect of Allende’s vote share in previous elections

on the  vote for Allende. These models point to a stable vote base for
Allende, in spite of the growing voting population. The vote for Allende in
his first presidential campaign in  – when he received . per cent –
has limited explanatory power for the vote in . Turnout in , when
women were first allowed to vote in presidential elections, was only . per
cent of the VAP. As participation among women increased in subsequent
elections and a higher share of eligible men registered to vote – as a result
of the adoption of mandatory registration and mandatory voting in  –
the Allende vote in  is a stronger predictor for the Allende vote in
. When weighted by the population of each municipality, the 
vote is an even stronger predictor for the vote in . In , turnout
was . per cent of the VAP. The vote for Allende in , when turnout
was . per cent of the VAP, is also a strong predictor for Allende’s 
vote. The fact that twice as many people voted in  as in  (. to
. million) justifies our use of the Allende vote in both elections as determi-
nants of the Allende vote in .
Figure  shows two scatterplots: one for the municipal vote for Allende in

 and , and the other for the municipal vote for Allende in  and
the UP vote in the  legislative election. Though there is a high correlation,
there is also high variance in Allende’s vote in  in municipalities where
Allende’s  vote was low. In places where Allende received less than 
per cent in , his support in  ranged from a low of less than  to
a high of more than  per cent. Similarly, there is a high correlation in the
vote for Allende in  and the vote for the UP in . However, there
is high variance in places where Allende received more than  per cent in
 and the vote for the UP in . The electoral bases were similar, but
the high variance justifies using the vote for Allende in all previous presidential
elections as independent variables for Allende’s  vote. To be sure,
Allende’s coalition in  – FRAP – was politically less diverse than the
UP in , as the UP included former Christian Democrats, the Radical
Party and other groups.
Models  and  in Table  have stronger explanatory power than models 

and . To assess the combined effect of socio-demographic and political

 Navia, ‘Participación electoral’.
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variables, we include models  and . The coefficients continue to have the
same signs and similar significance. However, the explanatory power of
models  and  is only slightly better than that of models  and . That is, pol-
itical variables explain almost equally well vote intention for Allende in  as
the combined political and socio-demographic variables.

Figure . Vote Scatterplots for Allende in  and  and Popular Unity in


Note: The figures are plotted at the same scale.
Source: Authors using pre  electoral and census data at the municipal level. We thank
Arturo Valenzuela for letting us use the dataset he compiled for his book: Arturo Valenzuela,
Political Brokers in Chile: Local Government in a Centralized Polity (Durham, NC: Duke
University Press, ). We have reviewed, updated and corrected his dataset.
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The strongest determinants of the Allende vote in  were political vari-
ables, consistent with what we showed in Table  (using polling data). Table 
shows that socio-demographic variables associated with class status were
important as well. Our Table  regression with municipal level data only mar-
ginally captures that effect, but that is probably due to the fact that most muni-
cipalities had people of different socio-economic status and thus the effect of
the socio-demographic variables gets lost.
Table  has high R-squared values. This should not come as a surprise for

the models that include previous election results as independent variables.
Past elections are good predictors of future elections in Chile. However, the
R-squared values are also high for the models that exclude past electoral per-
formance, meaning that the model is robust.

The Allende Government, –

Since he did not win an absolute majority of votes, Allende needed a majority
vote in a joint session of Congress to be elected president. President Nixon
used the ‘make the economy scream’ expression as his administration
plotted to block Allende’s election in the Chilean Congress. After the UP
offered a set of constitutional guarantees to the PDC, Allende was inaugurated
in November , with PDC backing. Upon taking office, the Allende
administration began a process of social and political transformation that alie-
nated the right-wing opposition. Seeking to strengthen support for UP parties
in the March  municipal election, the government increased social spend-
ing and wages. The strategy paid off as the PS increased its vote share from .
per cent in  to . per cent in . The PC also increased its vote share
from . per cent to . per cent. The UP captured more than  per cent
of the vote in .
Economic conditions worsened after . Government critics argued that

the expansionary economic policies triggered inflation while the government
alleged that opposition by the landed oligarchy, the business sector and the
United States was responsible for the high inflation and the overall deterior-
ation in economic conditions. The government introduced price controls
and unsuccessfully fought black markets. By the end of , inflation was
at  per cent.
For the legislative elections of March , the opposition, comprising the

right-wing Partido Nacional (National Party, PN) and the PDC, formed a
coalition with the intention of capturing a two-thirds majority in the
Chamber of Deputies to impeach Allende. The high turnout (. per cent
of the VAP – higher than ever before) in March  reflected the critical
 Ricardo Cruz Coke, Historia electoral de Chile. – (Santiago: Editorial Jurídica de

Chile, ), pp. –.
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importance of the election. Defying predictions that gave the PN-PDC oppos-
ition a sufficiently large vote share to secure a two-thirds majority, the UP
received . per cent of the vote, securing  per cent of the seats () in
the Chamber and  of the  seats in the Senate. Although it received a
majority of votes ( per cent) and  seats ( per cent) in the Chamber
and  out of  seats in the Senate, the PN-PDC opposition did not have
enough seats to impeach Allende. After the  election, celebrated by
Allende and the UP as a sign of support – as the vote was higher than in
 – a negotiated solution to the political impasse became even more
difficult. The indecisive results of the election further polarised the political
elite. In the remaining months of , the confrontation between the UP
and the PN-PDC opposition worsened. Talks between the government and
the opposition resulted in little progress. Eventually, the military stepped in
on  September  to overthrow the Allende government.
Accounts that analyse the  breakdown abound. It suffices to say that

most of those accounts point to political polarisation as a contributing
factor – if not the main explanatory one – for the breakdown of democracy
in Chile. However, was Chilean public opinion in general as polarised as
the elite? Figure  shows changes in presidential approval and current and
future outlook between  and . Under Allende, presidential approval
moved together with the current and future outlook. The three indicators
improved until mid-, when presidential approval took a dive, as did
those for a positive present and future outlook. In February , when
Hamuy conducted his last poll, almost  per cent approved of Allende and
the same percentage had a positive future outlook.
Explanations that point to ideological polarisation often use class identifica-

tion as a strong determinant for ideology. The Hamuy polls, however, do not
confirm ideological polarisation. Figure  shows vote intention for Allende in
August  and the changes in presidential approval by socio-economic
groups. Approval within the four socio-economic groups (high, medium-
high, medium and medium-low/low) changed similarly. Allende had higher
support among the lower groups, but when overall support for Allende
increased in , it did so among all groups. In fact, there were smaller differ-
ences in presidential approval in  between socio-economic groups than in
vote intention for Allende in . The socio-economic gap further narrowed
by December . The last poll conducted in February  showed an
increase in approval for Allende. There is no evidence of class-based difference
in terms of presidential approval. In the midst of an economic and political

 Valenzuela, Breakdown of Democratic Regimes; Robert R. Kaufman, The Politics of Land
Reform in Chile. –. Public Policy Institutions and Social Change (Cambridge, MA:
Harvard University Press, ); Brian Loveman, Chile. The Legacy of Hispanic
Capitalism (New York: Oxford University Press, ); Ayres, ‘Political History’.
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crisis in early , Allende’s UP received . per cent of the national vote.
Unfortunately, there were no Hamuy polls after the election, so we cannot
assess presidential approval in the months leading up to the coup nor can
we verify if polarisation increased.
In February , as Table  shows, support for Allende was higher among

men and among those in low-quality housing. Younger Chileans and those
with lower levels of education also supported Allende more strongly. Not sur-
prisingly, those with a positive prospective evaluation supported Allende much
more strongly (. per cent) than those who believed the future would be the
same (. per cent) or worse (. per cent). Though there is some evidence
of class-based support for Allende in , the clearest distinction in presiden-
tial support was based on ideology. Among those identified with the left,
support for Allende was . per cent, much higher than among those iden-
tified with the right ( per cent) and centre (. per cent).
Table  shows the marginal effects of a probit model on presidential

approval in February . The dependent variable is approval, which takes

Figure . Presidential Approval, Current and Future Outlook, –

Note: Eleven polls were conducted in the period Jan.  to Feb.  that asked the same
questions: ‘Thinking about the general situation of the country, do you think it is good,
regular or bad?’ ‘For the coming years, do you think the situation of the country will be
better, the same or worse?’ ‘Could you tell us what is your view of President Allende?’
Poll no. (classification from Navia and Osorio, ‘Las encuestas de opinión pública en Chile antes
de ’) and number of respondents were: no. , Jan.  (N = ); no. , Feb.  (N =
); no. , Jul.  (N = ); no. , March  (N = ); no. , March  (); no.
, July  (N = ); no. , Aug.  (N = ); no. . April/June  (N = ); no.
, Dec.  (N = ); and no. , Feb.  (N = ).
Source: Authors with data from Hamuy polls.
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the value of  for those who approved and  for everyone else. Model  pre-
sents the effect of socio-demographic variables on presidential approval.
Support was higher among men and among those in lower housing types.
Model  shows the effect of ideology on presidential approval. The reference
category is those identified with the left. Support for Allende was lower in all
other groups, with those on the right being more strongly opposed when com-
pared to leftists than those in the centre or the non-identified. Model  shows
the effect of short-term variables. Those with a positive outlook were more
likely to approve of Allende. Model  shows the effect of all the variables com-
bined. Support for Allende was higher among men, the young, leftists and
those with a positive outlook. Ideology was a stronger determinant than
socio-demographic variables and economic perception. In fact, it might be
that prospective evaluation itself was explained by ideology, with those in
the left showing a more positive outlook than the rest. Table  confirms
that ideology was a strong driving force behind presidential approval in
early . When comparing the marginal effects of Table  with those of
Table  (the determinants of vote choice in the  election), we find that
that support for Allende in  is even more strongly explained by ideology

Figure . Intention to Vote for Allende and Presidential Approval by Socio-
economic Groups, –

Note: Four polls were conducted in the period Aug.  to Feb.  that asked the same ques-
tion: ‘Could you tell us what is your view of President Allende?’
Poll no. (classification from Navia and Osorio, ‘Las encuestas de opinión pública en Chile antes
de ’) and number of respondents were: no. , Aug.  (N = ); no. , April/June
 (N = ); no. , Dec.  (N = ); and no. , Feb.  (N = ).
Source: Authors with data from Hamuy polls.
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than in the  election and that the marginal effect of housing type is no
longer statistically significant.
To complement the findings from the Hamuy poll, we also analysed the

 legislative election and compared it to previous elections. Figure 
shows four scatterplots with the vote for Allende at the municipal level in

Table . Presidential Approval by Selected Categories, February 
% in group Approve *** Disapprove ***

Sex
Men . . .
Women . . .
Housing type
Upper- and middle-upper-class housing . . .
Middle-class housing . . .
Lower-middle-class housing . . .
Lower-class housing . . .
Extreme lower-class housing . . .
Education
No education . . .
At least some elementary education . . .
At least some secondary education . . .
At least some university education . . .
Age
– . . .
– . . .
– . . .
 and older . . .
Political identification (ideology)
Right . . .
Centre . . .
Left . . .
None/other . . .
Current evaluation*
Good . . .
Regular . . .
Bad . . .
Don’t know . . .
Prospective evaluation **
Better . . .
Same . . .
Worse . . .
Don’t know . . .
Total *** % . .

* ‘Thinking about the general situation of the country, do you think it is good, regular or bad?’
** ‘For the coming years, do you think the situation of the country will be better, the same or
worse?’
*** ‘Don’t know’ answers and no answers are not included, so ‘Approve’ and ‘Disapprove’ do
not add up to %.
Source:Hamuy poll no. , Feb. . See Navia and Osorio, ‘Las encuestas de opinión pública
en Chile antes de ’ for poll classification.
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 and  and for his coalition in the  and  legislative elections.
All vote shares are highly correlated. Wherever Allende did well in  and
, the UP also did well in  and . However, the UP vote in  is
less strongly correlated with the other elections. This makes sense, as each UP
party ran separately in  and the UP was formed only for the  election.
We have added the vote share in  for all the parties that later formed the
UP, but we take this comparison with a grain of salt because there was realign-
ment – especially with the division of the PR into a pro- and anti-Allende
factions.
The  and  vote for Allende is strongly correlated with the UP

vote. The vote for UP in  has the weakest correlation with the  UP
vote. The results of the  legislative election resembled the vote for Allende
in  and . Figure  shows that the  election reflected an ideo-
logical divide. Just as the  election constituted a split between those
who supported Allende and those who wanted to prevent him from
winning, so the  election too divided the electorate among those who

Table . Marginal Effects (Probit Model) on Presidential Approval, February


Model Model Model Model
() () () ()

Female −.*** −.**
(.) (.)

Age −. −.*
(.) (.)

Housing type −.*** −.
(.) (.)

Political identification (ideology)
Centre −.*** −.***

(.) (.)
Right −.*** −.***

(.) (.)
None −.*** −.***

(.) (.)
Current socio-tropic perception .*** .***

(.) (.)
Prospective socio-tropic perception .*** .***

(.) (.)
Observations    

*** p < ., ** p < ., * p < .; standard errors in parentheses.
Presidential approval (for Allende) is the reference category in the dependent variable.
Housing type is an incremental variable, from lowest to highest quality of housing.
Current and prospective socio-tropic perceptions were recoded into -,  and  (see Erikson
et al., The Macro Polity).
The reference category for political identification is identification with the left.
Source:Hamuy poll no. , Feb. . See Navia and Osorio, ‘Las encuestas de opinión pública
en Chile antes de ’ for poll classification.
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supported Allende and those who opposed him. The vote in , which also
constituted a three-way split between the right, centre and left, is highly cor-
related with the vote in .
The electoral base for Allende and the UP government did not change

between  and . The troubled economy and high inflation reduced
the purchasing power of middle- and lower-income Chileans. If Chileans
had been influenced by economic variables, they should have punished
Allende by voting for the opposition in . However, that election
showed a highly polarised electorate. Those who supported Allende in 
also supported the UP in .

Conclusion

Though accounts of what caused the breakdown of Chilean democracy
abound, there is less information on how support for Allende changed after

Figure . Scatterplots for Allende’s Vote in  and  and the Popular Unity
Vote in the  and  Legislative Elections

Note: The figures are plotted at the same scale.
Source: Authors using pre  electoral and census data at the municipal level. We thank
Arturo Valenzuela for letting us use the dataset he compiled for his book: Valenzuela,
Political Brokers in Chile. We have reviewed, updated and corrected his dataset.
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the election in . The support base for Allende was mostly ideological –
and to a lesser extent based on socio-economic status – and not driven by eco-
nomic concerns in  or . After Allende assumed power, the ideological
divide that characterised the political elite, and has motivated so much schol-
arly work, permeated the rest of society. As the UP government began to
implement its transformative programme, public opinion became more
polarised, but support for Allende remained high, close to  per cent.
Using polls and electoral results at the municipal level, we reject the hypothesis
that economic conditions explain the change in vote intention for Allende and
support for his government.
Allende and the UP electoral base remained stable. Wherever Allende did

well in  and , the UP did well in . The UP  vote is
better explained by the vote for Allende in the  and  presidential elec-
tions than by the UP vote in . Long- and medium-term determinants of
electoral preferences explain support for Allende and the vote for the UP in
 better than short-term economic variables. There is also little evidence
that economic vote variables had an effect on presidential approval for
Allende. Despite deteriorating economic conditions, support for Allende con-
tinued to be strong among the low-middle class and among those identified
with the left.
Though economic performance helps explain electoral preferences and

presidential approval in many countries, the evidence from Allende’s Chile
shows that ideology and socio-economic status have a stronger effect in
explaining vote intention and support for his government. Thus, the phrase
used by Allende supporters in the  legislative election campaign – ‘This
might a shitty government, but it is my government’ – effectively summarises
the support base of Allende and the UP. Contrary to what Nixon assumed in
, ‘making the economy scream’ did not change political preferences of
Chileans. The implications of our findings are relevant for other countries
undergoing economic crises and political polarisation. While the economy
matters, political polarisation leads voters to assess economic variables in
light of their own ideological inclinations.
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